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Eroge, also known as erotic games, have their origins in the early 1980s, when Japanese companies
introduced their own brands of microcomputer to compete with those of the United States. Competing
systems included the Sharp X1, Fujitsu FM-7, MSX, and NEC PC-8801.NEC was behind its competitors in
terms of hardware (with only 16 colors and no sound support) and needed a way to regain control of ...
Eroge - Wikipedia
Intro: Erotic Anime offers more than 4,700 image galleries here and 573 videos, making for a decent amount
of niche specific content. Unfortunately even though new updates appear to be added the actual content
count has remained unchanged for some time and a membership here will set you back a somewhat costly
$34.95 per month.
Erotic Anime - the review from thebestporn.com
Depictions of sex and abnormal sex can be traced back through the ages, predating the term "hentai".
Shunga (æ˜¥ç”»), a Japanese term for erotic art, is thought to have and existed in some form since Heian
period.From the 16th to the 19th century, shunga works were suppressed by shÅ•guns. A well-known
example is The Dream of the Fisherman's Wife which depicts a woman being stimulated by two ...
Hentai - Wikipedia
Anime is a typical Japanese art, and it is adored by lots of worshippers all around the world. The anime sex
movies are pretty special and understood not by everyone, but it is their main feature.
XXX Anime Porn, Hardcore Hentai Vids, Adult Cartoon Tube
This page provides a series of resources for law enforcement partners to assist with operations and training.
Law Enforcement â€” FBI
FBI Vault. The Vault is the FBI's electronic FOIA Library, containing nearly 7,000 documents and other media
that have been scanned from paper into digital copies so you can read them in the ...
Freedom of Information/Privacy Act â€” FBI
Moat is an analytics and measurement company that offers viewability, attention, and brand safety solutions
across display, video, mobile, and more."
Moat
The UCR Program's primary objective is to generate reliable information for use in law enforcement
administration, operation, and management; over the years, however, the data have become one of the
countryâ€™s leading social indicators.
Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Program â€” FBI
MrPornGeek has got your back. This is the guide to the best adult review directory online. Seeing as I run Mr.
Porn Geek by myself and all reviews are written by me, it takes a while to get through all of the best places
out there. I have been putting in a lot of work.
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